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ABSTRACT

Effects of Distance Metrics on Document Clustering

by
Rushikesh Veni

Dr. Kazem Taghva, Examination Committee Chair
Professor, Department of Computer Science
University of Nevada, Las Vegas

Document clustering or unsupervised document classification is an automated process of grouping documents with similar content. A typical technique uses a similarity function to compare documents. In the literature, many similarity functions such as dot product or cosine measures are proposed for the comparison operator.

For the thesis, we evaluate the effects a similarity function may have on clustering. We start by representing a document and a query, both as a vector of high-dimensional space corresponding to the keywords followed by using an appropriate distance measure in k-means to compute similarity between the document vector and the query vector to form clusters. Based on these clusters we decide the best distance metric for the document set used. Next, we compute time complexities for different similarity functions for the same model and document set based on the number of iterations and number of clusters.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Document Clustering is a technique used in unsupervised document organization for identifying clusters or forming group of documents such that the documents in the same cluster are more similar to one another than they are to the documents in other cluster. This technique can be used in information retrieval to automatically categorize large collection of retrieval results by grouping similar type of documents together that helps user’s browsing of retrieval results [1]. The data objects within one group should provide higher degree of similarity and should be minimized when compared to other clusters.

Documents can be classified into 2 types. 1) Supervised Learning and 2) Unsupervised Learning. In Supervised Learning, the model defines the effect one set of observations called inputs has on other sets of observations, called outputs whereas the observations are assumed to be at the end of casual chain. Clustering is a form of unsupervised learning defined as a process of grouping a set of physical or abstract objects into classes of similar objects. Huge document collection is used to analyze the clusters formed for different distance metrics along with the
execution time. As the number of documents collection increases this bottleneck prevents a more widespread deployment of clustering for information retrieval. To avoid this, we apply different thresholds throughout the cluster generation process and come up with a best suited clustering procedure that can be applied to our document collection [2].

1.1 Thesis Overview

The research involves clustering documents into categories using K-Means clustering algorithm. We choose different distance metrics for K-means clustering algorithm to form clusters apart from the generic ones like Euclidean and Cosine distance measures. The cluster numbers can be modified to see how different clusters are formed. Also we run clustering algorithm to find the time complexities for K-means using different distance metric. Initially we start with data matrix obtained from the text documents after preprocessing steps. This data matrix is represented with each row as a document vector and each column as weight of a significant term. This data matrix is provided as an input to K-Means for clustering documents. The results obtained from above process are used to evaluate and compare different distance metrics and also their time complexities.

The thesis is organized into different chapters starting from introduction followed by the brief explanation about clustering and types
of clusters. Then different clustering methods are given concentrating more toward K-Means clustering algorithm. We discuss preprocessing steps involved in obtaining the weighted matrix that is applied to K-Means. This is continued with the implementation of K-Means. The results obtained from K-Means are analyzed and compared for different distance functions used to form clusters and time complexities of different metrics used. We conclude our thesis with brief overview of future work.
CHAPTER 2

BACKGROUND

Data Mining can be defined as the type of database analysis that attempts to extract useful patterns or relationships in a group of data. This analysis is used statistical methods, such as cluster analysis and sometimes employs artificial intelligence or neural network techniques. A major goal of data mining is to extract previously unknown useful relationships among different data. There are different data mining techniques among which Clustering or unsupervised learning is the one used in the thesis.

Document Clustering is defined as unsupervised document organization, automatic topic extraction and fast information retrieval. For example, in web search huge numbers of pages are returned when user enters a query making it difficult for user to browse or extract needed information where as clustering produces results automatically grouped into list of meaningful categories [4]. Document clustering has been investigated for use in different areas of text mining and information retrieval. Initially document clustering was used mainly for finding precision and recall in information retrieval. Recently, it has been
a major technique for use in browsing a collection of documents and for organizing the results obtained from a search engine in response to user query [5].

2.1 Introduction to Clustering

Clustering is defined as grouping a set of physical or abstract objects into classes of similar objects. Every data Object within a cluster is similar to one another and are dissimilar to the objects in other clusters. Early in Childhood, we learn to differentiate between cats and dogs or between animals and plants by continuously improving subconscious clustering schemes. Cluster analysis has a wider range of applications including pattern recognition, data analysis, market research and image processing. It is also used to classify documents on the web for information discovery [6].

Few typical requirements of clustering in data mining include scalability, ability to deal with different attributes, ability to deal with noise data, High dimensionality, constraint-based clustering, Interoperability and usability.

Depending on different requirements we discuss different types of data and different clustering methods [6]. The greater the similarity between objects in a cluster and greater the dissimilarity between objects of other clusters, the more tight are the clusters [4].
2.2 Types of Data in Cluster Analysis

Cluster Analysis groups objects based on the found in data describing the objects or their relationships. The greater the similarity between the objects within the cluster and greater the dissimilarity between data objects of other cluster constitutes a better clustering.

As mentioned in [7], the idea of cluster is imprecise, and the best definition depends on the type of data and the desired results. The following diagrams illustrate this statement.

As we can see here same set of points are clustered in four different ways which leads to the ambiguity of definition of clustering. If we allow clusters to be nested, then the most reasonable interpretation about the structure formed here with these points is that there are two
clusters, each of which has three sub clusters. Finally, it may not be reasonable to call that these points form four clusters.

There are different types of data that often needs to be be preprocessed in cluster analysis. Main-Memory based clustering algorithms typically operate on either of the following two data structures.

1. Data Matrix (Object-by-variable structure): This matrix is represented by n objects such as persons and with p variables (also called as attributes), such as weight, age, gender, height and so on. The structure of matrix is in the forms of a relational table, or n-by-p matrix as shown in figure below.

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
  x_{11} & \cdots & x_{1f} & \cdots & x_{1p} \\
  \vdots & \ddots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
  x_{i1} & \cdots & x_{if} & \cdots & x_{ip} \\
  \vdots & \ddots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
  x_{n1} & \cdots & x_{nf} & \cdots & x_{np}
\end{bmatrix}
\]

Fig 2: Data Matrix

2. Dissimilarity Matrix (or object-by-object structure): This stores a collection of proximities that are available for all pairs of n objects. It is often represented by n-by-n table as shown in figure below.
Fig 3: Dissimilarity Matrix

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
0 & & & \\
0 & d(2,1) & & \\
d(3,1) & d(3,2) & 0 & \\
\vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & 0 \\
d(n,1) & d(n,2) & \cdots & \cdots & 0
\end{bmatrix}
\]

Where \( d(i, j) \) is the measured difference or dissimilarity between objects \( i \) and \( j \). Since \( d(i, j) = d(j, i) \) and \( d(i, i) = 0 \), we have matrix in Fig 3.

The rows and columns of the data matrix represent different entities, while those of the dissimilarity matrix represent the same entity. If the data are represented in the form of a data matrix, it can first be transformed into a dissimilarity matrix before applying such clustering algorithms [6].

2.3 Different Clustering Methods

Many different clustering techniques have been proposed of which few are described that produce different clusters. They are classified into following categories [6].

Hierarchical versus partitioning methods (nested and unnested):

Hierarchical techniques produce a nested sequence of partitions, with a single, all inclusive cluster at the top and singleton clusters of individual points at the bottom. It produces a hierarchical tree structure with the leaves of tree are individual clusters of all object inputs and the cluster related to a particular node in the tree is the union of all clusters.
related to the child nodes of that particular node. Following figures indicate the hierarchical clustering process.

Fig 4a: Traditional nested set  Fig 4b: Traditional dendogram

Fig 4c: Non-traditional nested set  Fig 4d: Non-traditional dendogram

Figures 4a and 4b represent more traditional way of viewing hierarchical clustering as a process of merging two clusters or splitting one cluster into two.

Figure 4a gives the nested set representation and Fig 4b gives a tree structure representation or dendogram. Figure 4c and 4d show a different, hierarchical clustering; one in which p1 and p2 are grouped
together and other group has point 3 and point 4 in the same step. The agglomerative approach, also called as bottom-up approach starts with object forming a group. The divisive approach, also called as top-down approach, starts with all the objects in the same clusters.

Partition Techniques create un-nested clusters where data belongs to only one subset of clusters. If $K$ is the number of clusters, then partitional approach typically finds all $K$ clusters at once. Partitioning method includes K-Mean algorithm where each cluster is represented by mean value of the object in the cluster and K-Mediods algorithm where each cluster is represented by one of the objects located near the center of the cluster are popular heuristic methods.

Density-based methods:

The idea behind this technique is to continue growing the given cluster as long as the density (number of objects or data points) in the “neighborhood” exceeds some threshold. DBSCAN and its extension, OPTICS are typical density-based methods that grow clusters according to a density-based connectivity analysis. DENCLUE is a method that clusters objects based on the analysis of the value distributions of a density functions.

Grid-based methods:

Grid-based method first covers the problem space domain with a uniform grid mesh. Statistical attributes are collected for all the data objects located in each individual mesh cell and clustering, is then
performed on the grid, instead of data object themselves. The main advantage with this approach is faster processing time. STING is a typical example of grid-based method [8].

Model-based methods:

Model-based methods hypothesize a model for each of the clusters and find the best fit of the data to the given model. EM is a Model-based algorithm that consists of two alternating steps: the Expectation (E) step and the Maximization (M) step based on statistic modeling. COBWEB is a conceptual learning algorithm that performs probability analysis and takes concepts as a model for clusters [6].

2.3.1. Different Types of Clusters

In [7], different types of clusters are described, of which few types are discussed below.

1. Well-separated: Here the points that form a cluster are close to one another than any other point that is not a part of the cluster. To find the maximum distance between the points in the cluster a threshold can be set.

2. Prototype based: Clusters formed by points more close or similar to a prototype. This prototype can be any object like the centroid or median representing that particular cluster and so are also called center based clusters.

3. Graph based: Clusters which have objects or points that are close to one or more points/objects in that particular cluster than any other
point not belonging to that cluster is called graph based or contiguity based clusters.

4. Density based: These clusters are a set of high density sections in a pool of low density sections. The only difference between density and graph based clusters is if the noise is added to the later one the bridge connecting the round clusters and the curves would no longer be considered because of their low density.

To form different cluster discussed above, different clustering algorithms have to be applied to the data objects. Different clustering algorithms include exclusive, hierarchical, fuzzy, probabilistic and so on. We apply these algorithms to our data sets to form clusters. To form final clusters from the document set the following points must be adapted:

1) The clustering must be exclusive which means no document should be a member of more than one cluster.

2) The clustering should be complete i.e., every document should be placed or should be a part of some cluster.

3) The clustering should be Partitional i.e. document belongs to just one subset of clusters and there are no overlapping of subsets of clusters.

Thus K-Means clustering provides a complete package of above discussed requirements and in the thesis we use K-Means algorithm for document set. A clear description of K-Means will be discussed in the next chapter along with the distance metrics used.
CHAPTER 3

K-MEANS CLUSTERING

K-means is one of the simplest unsupervised learning algorithms to group similar data objects. It was developed by J.MacQueen (1967) and then by J.A.Hartigan and M.A.Wong around 1975 [11]. K-means forms clusters for $n$ objects based on the attributes into $k$ partitions where $k < n$. The algorithm starts by partitioning the input points into $k$ initial sets, either at random or using heuristic data. It then calculates the mean point or centroid of each set. It constructs a new partition by associating each point with the closest centroid. Then the centroids are recalculated for new clusters, and the algorithm is repeated by alternate application of these two steps until convergence, which is obtained when the points no longer switch clusters. The centroids should be placed in a cunning way as different centroid location provides different results [13].

A very popular and efficient heuristic for K-means clustering is Lloyd’s algorithm which is discussed in detail in [9].
3.1 K-Means Clustering Algorithm

The main goal using K-means algorithm is to minimize the objective function, shown below

\[ J = \sum_{j=1}^{K} \sum_{i \in S_j} |x_i - \mu_j|^2, \]

where \( |x_i - \mu_j|^2 \) is a distance measure between a datapoint \( x_i \) and cluster center \( \mu_j \), showing the distance between n data points to their respective cluster centroids[12].

This above equation clearly specifies that clusters are formed by minimizing the distance between the centroid and the data point. The algorithm begins with assigning k centroids chosen randomly in a plane. All the points in the data set are assigned to a centroid that is nearest to it forming clusters. Once this initial arrangement is done, the next step will be to recalculate the centroid in each cluster by finding the center of the cluster from first step. This centroid is the point that is equidistant from all the points in that cluster. The next step is to again assign each point in the data set to the centroid in each cluster by finding the minimum distance between each point and every cluster and choosing the one with the minimum distance. Once again new centroid for every cluster is calculated. This looping is repeated until k centroids do not change their location. The diagrammatic representation of K-means algorithm is shown below followed by the steps in the process.
This algorithm involves following steps:

1) Pick K points at random represented as initial centroids for k clusters into the space.

2) Assign each point to the centroid from which it has minimum distance using distance metrics.
3) Recalculate the centroids after assigning all the points in the clusters.

4) Check for the centroids if they have moved their positions in the clusters. If they have changed their location from previous iteration go to step 2, else if the locations are not changed then the clusters formed separates the objects into different groups based on the distance metrics used.

K-means is a simple greedy algorithm for partitioning $n$ objects into $k$ clusters by iteratively moving the centroid locations in order to finally get optimal positions which is explained in [12]. The results for forming clusters greatly depends on choosing the number of clusters i.e., $k$ value. A simple approach is to compare results from multiple runs changing $k$ value and choosing the best one according to the given criteria, but needed to be careful as increasing $k$ results in not only smaller error function values by definition, but also an increasing risk of over fitting.

K-means algorithm results largely depend on 3 factors:

1) The value of $k$ (number of clusters)
2) Choosing the centroids(either randomly or using some function)
3) The distance metric used for calculating distance between the data object and the centroid which is concentrated more in the thesis in later chapters.
For the method discussed above, a following pictorial representation taken from [7] shows how the final clusters change with the choice of initial clusters.

In figure 6 below, the algorithm stops after 5 iterations as the clusters does not change though the results produced are not effective.

Fig 6: Initial centroids leading to poor clusters
Fig 7: Initial centroids leading to better clusters

In the above figure 7, the initial centroids are changed which produce different results and as we can see here the clusters formed are better and acceptable.
3.2 A Numerical Example of K-Means Algorithm

This example below is taken from Kardi’s tutorial [11] explains manual calculations showing how K-Means clustering algorithm works. Here we have four different objects which in this case are medicines and we need to group them into 2 clusters (k=2). There are 2 attributes here in our example weighted index and pH value as shown in the table below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Object</th>
<th>Weight index</th>
<th>pH value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Medicine A</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicine B</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicine C</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicine D</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Medicine objects with both the attributes

Figure 8: Points plotted representing medicine objects
The above figure shows how objects are plotted graphically in a space with two attributes represented on x and y axis.

After representing we start with assuming initial centroids namely c1 and c2. Here let first two points as centroid. Therefore \( c_1 = (1, 1) \) and \( c_2 = (2, 1) \) are initial centroids here and are plotted graphically as shown below:

![Figure 9: Plotting initial centroids for medicine objects (represented as red stars).](image)

We then start finding distance between each data object and centroid. Here we use Euclidean distance for our example. After first iteration we form a distance matrix with following distances.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distances</th>
<th>C1</th>
<th>C2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>3.61</td>
<td>2.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4.24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Showing Distances between Data points and Centroids C1 & C2

The distance between medicine A and \( c_1 \) is \( 0 \sqrt{((1-1)^2 + (1-1)^2)} \).

The distance between medicine B and \( c_1 \) is \( 1 \sqrt{((2-1)^2 + (1-1)^2)} \).

The distance between medicine C and \( c_1 \) is \( 3.61 \sqrt{((4-1)^2 + (3-1)^2)} \).

The distance between medicine D and \( c_1 \) is \( 5 \sqrt{((5-1)^2 + (4-1)^2)} \).

Similarly, distances between data points and centroid \( c_2 \) are calculated to form a distance matrix represented below

\[
D^0 = \begin{bmatrix}
0 & 1 & 3.61 & 5 \\
1 & 0 & 2.83 & 4.24
\end{bmatrix}
\quad c_1 = (1,1) \quad \text{group} - 1
\]

\[
A \quad B \quad C \quad D
\]

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
1 & 2 & 4 & 5 \\
1 & 1 & 3 & 4
\end{bmatrix}
X
\quad Y
\]

\[c_2 = (2,1) \quad \text{group} - 2\]

We then form a group matrix \( G^0 \) showing how objects move into particular cluster by choosing the object with the minimum distance from centroid. In this case, object A moves to group-1 and other 3 objects move to group-2.
Recalculate the centroids for each cluster again by finding the average of the coordinate objects in that cluster like \( c_1 \) remains the same (1,1) being only point in that cluster and \( c_2 \) will be \( ((2+4+5)/3,(1+3+4)/3) = (11/3,8/3) \). This is plotted as shown in figure below.

Figure 10: Recalculating centroids after first iteration

Calculate the distance of the objects to the new centroids to form a new distance matrix.
As we can see from above distance matrix after a group matrix A and B belong to group-1 and C and D belong to group-2

\[
D^1 = \begin{bmatrix}
0 & 1 & 3.61 & 5 \\
3.14 & 2.36 & 0.47 & 1.89 \\
\end{bmatrix}
\]

\[A \quad B \quad C \quad D\]

\[
X = \begin{bmatrix}
1 & 2 & 4 & 5 \\
1 & 1 & 3 & 4 \\
\end{bmatrix}
\]

\[Y\]

\[c_1 = (1,1) \quad \text{group-1}\]

\[c_2 = \left(\frac{11}{2}, \frac{8}{2}\right) \quad \text{group-2}\]

Recalculate centroids based on the new cluster objects formed as

\[
G^1 = \begin{bmatrix}
1 & 1 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 1 & 1 \\
\end{bmatrix}
\]

\[A \quad B \quad C \quad D\]

\[c_1 = \left(\frac{1+2}{2}, \frac{1+1}{2}\right) = (1\frac{1}{2}, 1)\]

\[c_2 = \left(\frac{4+5}{2}, \frac{3+4}{2}\right) = (4\frac{1}{2}, 3\frac{1}{2})\]

The points along with new centroids are plotted as shown below
Figure 11: New centroids and cluster points after Iteration 2

Distance matrix is again calculated with new centroids formed to the data points

\[
D^2 = \begin{bmatrix}
0.5 & 0.5 & 3.20 & 4.61 \\
4.30 & 3.54 & 0.71 & 0.71
\end{bmatrix}
\]

\[c_1 = (1\frac{1}{2}, 1) \text{ group } -1\]

\[c_2 = (4\frac{1}{2}, 3\frac{1}{2}) \text{ group } -2\]

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
1 & 2 & 4 & 5 \\
1 & 1 & 3 & 4
\end{bmatrix}
\]

Again we form a group matrix showing that Medicine A and B fall into group 1 and Medicine C and D fall into group 2.

\[
G^2 = \begin{bmatrix}
1 & 1 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 1 & 1
\end{bmatrix}
\]

\[A \quad B \quad C \quad D\]

\[G^2 = G^1 \text{ the algorithm stops resulting in the final clusters with data points as shown in table below:}\]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Object</th>
<th>Weight index</th>
<th>pH value</th>
<th>Cluster No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Medicine A</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicine B</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicine C</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicine D</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Final clusters formed with data points

3.3 Distance Metrics

Distance function or Metrics is defined as the distance between elements in a space. The performance of many learning and data mining algorithms depend on choosing a good metric over input data. A distance metrics as said in [14], $d(X, Y)$ is a function or algorithm for calculating a distance between two things, $X$ and $Y$ having following properties:

1. It is always positive or zero. $d_{XY} \geq 0$
2. The distance from a document to itself is zero. $D(x, y) = 0$ iff $x = y$
3. It obeys inequality property of a triangle. For any three points $X$, $Y$, and $Z$,
   
   $D(x, y) + D(y, z) \geq D(x, z)$ for any $Y$.
4. Similarity axiom $D(x, y) = D(y, x)$
Anything that obeys these 3 properties is a distance metric. Most commonly used distance metric is Euclidean distance given by

\[ d_{\text{Euclid}}(A, B) = \left( (A_x - B_x)^2 + (A_y - B_y)^2 \right)^{1/2}, \]

Distance measures dissimilarity. Similarity is quantity that reflects the strength of relationship between two objects whereas dissimilarity measures the discrepancy or disorderness between two objects.

3.3.1 Different Distance Functions Used

K-means uses an iterative algorithm that minimizes the sum of distances from each object to its cluster centroid. For the thesis, we have used six different distance functions. These distance functions were chosen from different references available in the link [13] and [16]. As the size of the data set increases with number of attributes it becomes more difficult for the vector matrix to provide better results using K-means.

Here is a brief overview of distance metrics used in the thesis along with some explanation about other distance metrics:

1) **Bray-Curtis distance**: Braycurtis(u,v) distance between two vectors u and v, is defined as

\[ d(\ u, \ v) = \sum \frac{|u_i - v_i|}{\sum \ |u_i + v_i|}. \]

Where u and v are n-dimensional vectors.

Bray-Curtis distance between two vectors:

BrayCurtisDistance [{\ a, b, c}, {x, y, z}] then distance is given by (Abs [a-x] +Abs [b-y] +Abs[c-z]) / (Abs [a+x] +Abs [b+y] +Abs[c+z])
BrayCurtisDistance [{1, 2, 3}, {2, 4, 6}] is 1/3

2) **Canberra distance:** Canberra(u,v) distance between two vectors u and v, is defined as

\[
d(u, v) = \frac{\sum_i |u_i - v_i|}{\sum_i |u_i| + |v_i|}.
\]

Where u and v are n-dimensional vectors.

Canberra distance between two vectors:

CanberraDistance [{a, b, c}, {x, y, z}] then distance is given by

\[
\text{CanberraDistance} = \frac{|a-x|}{|a|+|x|} + \frac{|b-y|}{|b|+|y|} + \frac{|c-z|}{|c|+|z|}
\]

Canberra distance between 2 numeric vectors [{1, 2, 3}, {2, 4, 6}] is 1.

3) **Euclidean distance:** Euclidean distance examines the root of square differences between the coordinates of a pair of objects. For vectors i and j distance d(i, j) is given by

\[
d_{ij} = \sqrt{\sum_{k=1}^{n} (x_{ik} - x_{jk})^2}
\]

Where i and j are n-dimensional vectors.

Euclidean Distance between vectors [{a, b, c}, {x, y, z}] is given by

\[
\text{Euclidean Distance} = \sqrt{|a-x|^2 + |b-y|^2 + |c-z|^2}
\]

Euclidean distance between [{1, 2, 3}, {2, 4, 6}] is \(\sqrt{14}\).

4) **Cosine distance:** The most popular distance metrics for text clustering which normalizes the features of a covariance matrix.
The cosine of the angle is calculated using the formula shown below.

\[
\cos \Theta = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N} x_i y_i}{\sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{N} x_i^2} \sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{N} y_i^2}}
\]

where \( \Theta \) refers to the angle between the point and the centroid

\( x \) refers to the point

\( y \) refers to the centroid

\( N \) refers to the dimension of the vector

Cosine distance between two vectors:

Cosine Distance \([a, b, c], [x, y, z]\) is given by \(1 - (ax + by + cz)/(\sqrt{Abs[a]^2 + Abs[b]^2 + Abs[c]^2} \cdot \sqrt{Abs[x]^2 + Abs[y]^2 + Abs[z]^2})\)

Cosine Distance \([1, 2, 3], [3, 5, 7]\) is \(1 - (17 \cdot \sqrt{2/581})\)

This ratio defines the cosine angle between the vectors, with values between 0 and 1. The expressions cosine similarity, \(\text{Sim}(A, B)\), or \(\text{COSIM}\) are commonly used.

\[
\text{Sim}(A, B) = \cosine \theta = \frac{A \cdot B}{|A||B|} = \frac{x_1^*x_2 + y_1^*y_2}{(x_1^2 + y_1^2)^{1/2} \cdot (x_2^2 + y_2^2)^{1/2}}
\]

As the angle between vectors lessens the Cosine angle approaches to 1 i.e. when angle becomes 0 it will be 1.

This way we can sort the document vectors by ranking by measuring the closeness of vectors to a query vector.

To do this we use the concept of finding term frequency and Document frequency for a given collection of documents that has to be
queried. These terms are extracted from the collection of documents to be queried.

The point coordinates of term weights are given by term frequencies.

$$\text{Sim}(Q, D_i) = \frac{\sum_i w_{Q,j}w_{i,j}}{\sqrt{\sum_j w_{Q,j}^2} \sqrt{\sum_i w_{i,j}^2}}$$

where $Q$ is a query, $D$ is a document relevant to $Q$ and $w$ are weights.

If $\text{max}$ is maximum term frequency in a document, $N$ as number of documents in a collection and $n$ as number of documents containing a query term, we can redefine term weights defined by Dr. Garcia in [18] as,

1. $w = \frac{tf}{tf_{\text{max}}}$
2. $w = \text{IDF} = \log(N/n)$
3. $w = tf*\text{IDF} = tf* \log(N/n)$
4. $w = tf*\text{IDF} = tf* \log((N - n)/n)$

5) **Variational distance:** The variational distance metric is a measure used to quantify the difference between probability distributions given by

$$V(P||Q) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} |p_i - q_i|.$$  

6) **Chi-Square distance:** The distance between $Q$ and $V$ for Chi-Square distance is given by

$$\chi^2(Q, V) = \sum_i \frac{(q_i - v_i)^2}{q_i + v_i}$$
7) **Trigonometric distance:** The distance between vectors $A$ and $B$ for trigonometric distance is given by

$$\text{Dist}(A, B) = \sqrt{2 \times (S - A)(S - B)}$$

where $S$ is the average of vectors $A$ and $B$.

Different similarity functions produce different clusters for K-means depending on the size of the vectors and the data used. In the thesis, we modify K-means algorithm with above discussed metrics and form clusters and also calculate which metrics works faster. As the data set gets large, the metrics with a dot product in the function does not give good results because of clashes for 0’s in finding term weights. In information retrieval applications sometimes, the ratio is calculated to normalize the length of documents since long documents tend to have large term frequencies [4]. We compare different distance functions mentioned above. Similarity function play a major role in information processing tasks to rank items in the data base based according to their similarity to some query. The Quality of the similarity directly determines the quality of clusters formed.

3.4 Time Complexity of K-means using different Metrics

K- Means clustering is easy to implement with different Metrics. Though the time taken for different distance metrics vary. In general, K-means take moderate amount of time complexity. Let $t_{\text{dist}}$ be the time
taken to calculate distance between two data objects. Each Iteration has a time complexity of $O(K^n \cdot t_{dist})$

$K =$ number of clusters (centroids)

$n =$ number of objects

If $I$ is the total number of iterations bound then time complexity is given by $O(I*K^n \cdot t_{dist})$.

For $m$-dimensional Vectors, time complexity will be $O(I* K * n * m)$ where $m$ is large and centroids are not sparse. In the thesis, we perform tests over different distance metrics for K-means clustering over same data set and compare time required for different metrics used based the number of iterations to run to form clusters. The execution time for different distance metrics varies for K-means which will be discussed in detail in chapter 5.

**Space Complexity:**

For a given vector model, storing points and centroids the space complexity of K-means is given by $O((n + K) m)$. 
CHAPTER 4

IMPLEMENTATION

4.1. Documents Collection

In the thesis, we concentrate on clustering electronic documents into groups containing similar documents together, based on the clusters formed. We apply K-Means over the documents after preprocessing. The implementation of K-means is written in java for different similarity metrics that gives different clustering results to analyze the metrics used and execution time.

To perform K-means, the document collection we use is obtained from “Reuters-21578, Distribution 1.0 test collection”. There are 21578 newswire stories classified into several sets of categories by personnel from Reuters Ltd. and Carnegie Group, Inc in 1987 and were further formatted by David D. Lewis and Peter Shoemaker in 1991. There are total 674 categories in Reuters-21578 collection as shown in Table 4 below [17].
In the thesis, we concentrate on Topics field set for our research and choose 5 categories out of 135 available in the set. They are

1. Acquisition,
2. Grain,
3. Interest Rate,
4. Jobs and
5. Trade

In this five categories there are total of 504 documents mapped from the collection. These 504 documents are further divided into two sets, Training set consisting of 304 and Test set with 200 documents. For the thesis work, training set collection is used to form clusters of documents into categories. The training set collection with 304 documents divided into 5 categories is shown in table 5 below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Categories</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Topics</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizations</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exchanges</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Places</td>
<td>176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>People</td>
<td>269</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Reuters-21578 collection categories
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Total number of documents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Acquisition</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grain</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interest Rate</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jobs</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trade</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Training set collection

K-means algorithm takes n-dimensional vector points as inputs and returns clusters formed into different categories. Documents used in this Reuters collection are in “Standard Generalized Markup Language” format. In order to pass these documents to K-means, these documents need to be preprocessed and converted into a suitable format that is fed as input to the algorithm. Below is a screenshot of a SGML document from the Reuter 21578 collection of category trade.
A clear description of tags is given in [17]. Every document in the collection starts with a Reuter tag and ends with a Reuters tag. The topics tag indicates the document category manually categorized by experts. Body of the tag contains the whole story or article which ends with a Reuterend statement. This XML document needs to be converted into format to pass as input to K-means which is done by following preprocessing steps.

4.2. Documents Preprocessing

1) Parsing the XML document

All the markup tags are removed to parse the documents using a parser [19] to take the information inside the body tag into a new file.
The XML document after parsing looks as shown below. This is parsed document for the above shown XML document:

![Parsed XML document](image)

Figure 13: Parsed XML document

2) Tokenization

The text corpus as seen in the screenshot above after parsing is cumbersome and has to be tokenized. Tokenization is the process of breaking parsed document text into chunks, called tokens [20]. This process includes removing the punctuations and the text is lowercased.

The above parsed document is tokenized to form a list of tokens as shown in figure below.
3) Stop words Removal

Next after tokenization, it is needed to remove stop words from the list of words. Stop words like is, are, with, the, from, to etc that occur in almost every document are be removed to proceed further which doesn’t provide any use to for weighted index being so common. The list of stop words used in the thesis is 416 as shown in the figure below that is a part of the code.
Before removing stop words total number of terms in 304 documents = 52034

Total number of words appear to be of less interest in order to save time and space = 24124.

Finally, after removing stop words left over number of terms = 27910. So we further move to stemming after removing stop words.
4) Stemming

Stemming refers to the process of reducing terms to their stems or root variants. For example agreed-> agree; meetings, meeting -> meet; engineering, engineered, engineer -> engine etc. Stemming reduces the computing time as different form of words is stemmed to form a single word. The most popular stemmer in English is Martin Porter’s Stemming Algorithm as shown to be effective in many cases in [19]. For this thesis, we use java as a programming language to implement stemming algorithm.

![outputafterstemming.txt - Notepad](image)

Figure 16: A Screenshot of output after stemming
5) Building Inverted Index

Indexing is nothing but refinement i.e. a sufficient general description of a document such that it can be retrieved with a query that contains the same subject as the document and vice versa. Indexing is a mechanism to locate a given query term in a document [23]. Inverted file contains an inverted file entry that stores a list of pointers to all occurrences of that term in the main test for every term in the lexicon, where each pointer is, in effect, the number of a document in which the term appears. There are two types of inverted index. A record level inverted index consists of a list of references to documents for each term. An example taken from [23] of how inverted index works is show in table below. Consider the traditional children’s nursery rhyme in table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Document</th>
<th>Text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Peace porridge hot, peace porridge cold,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Peace porridge in the pot,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Nine days old,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Some like it hot, some like it cold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Some like it in the pot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Nine days old.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Example text; each line is one document
The inverted index generated for this text is show in table 7 without stemming or removing stop words.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Documents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>cold</td>
<td>1,4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>days</td>
<td>3,6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>hot</td>
<td>1,4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>in</td>
<td>2,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>it</td>
<td>4,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>like</td>
<td>4,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>nine</td>
<td>3,6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>old</td>
<td>3,6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>peace</td>
<td>1,2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>porridge</td>
<td>1,2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>pot</td>
<td>2,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>some</td>
<td>4,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>the</td>
<td>2,5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7: Inverted file for text in table 6

The removal of stop words and stemming results in reduction of terms for indexing favoring query processing to run faster. In the thesis, as shown above in figure 16 we apply inverted index to obtain inverted
index table with the terms and the document number. But for further processing we need significant terms that are obtained from dimensionality reduction. This is a major difficulty in text categorization of feature space i.e. total number of terms considered. Even a moderate size collection consists of thousands of unique terms [24]. So we need to reduce the number of terms in the collection which is done by dimensionality reduction. Out of many methods known, for the thesis we perform document frequency thresholding. This is the simplest technique used for reducing vocabulary in the collection. Predefined threshold value is assigned such that only those terms from the collection that are in the given range are used. As it also depends on the vector formed in the next stage to find term and document frequency. So for the thesis we have defined the document frequency range to be greater than 25 and less than 65. Range less than 25 results in the vectors which doesn’t produce efficient clusters and above 65 results in words that are too common for all documents.

Out of 3608 terms after stemming, for the given range for inverted index we get just 123 terms. Once significant terms are obtained, the next step is to find the term frequency and document frequency in order to form vectors for processing K- means algorithm.
4.3. TF * IDF Calculation

Term Frequency and Inverse Document Frequency is a weight often used in text mining and information retrieval. It is a measure of how important a word is to a document in a collection [25]. Term Frequency is defined as the total count of word that is repeated in a document. Inverse Document Frequency is defined as the total number of times the word occurs in the entire documents i.e. number of documents containing the significant word. Thus the term frequency is given by

$$tf_{i,j} = \frac{n_{i,j}}{\sum_k n_{k,j}}$$

Where $n_{i,j}$ is the number of times the significant term $t_i$ occurs in document $d_j$ and the denominator is the sum number of times all the terms occur in document $d_j$.

The inverse document frequency is obtained by dividing the number of documents by the number of documents containing the term, and then the logarithm of that quotient given by

$$idf_i = \log \frac{|D|}{|\{d : t_i \in d\}|}$$

Here, $|D|$ is the total number of documents in the corpus, $|\{d : t_i \in d\}|$ is the number of documents where the term $t_i$ appears (that is $n_{i,j}$ is not equal to 0. If the term is not in the corpus, this will lead
to a division by zero. Therefore it is common to use $1 + |\{d : t_i \in d\}|$.

Then we define TF-IDF given by

$$(\text{tf-idf})_{ij} = \text{tf}_{ij} \times \text{idf}_i$$

In the thesis, we have considered 123 significant terms after dimensionality reduction to find term frequency which is shown in screenshot below

![Screenshot of Term frequency matrix](image-url)

Figure 17: A Screenshot of Term frequency matrix
Next step is to find Document frequency for 123 terms in 304 documents using the equation shown above, followed by TF * IDF which is shown in screenshot below a matrix of size 304 X 123 representing a vector space model formed by 304 documents that given as input to K-means where each row represents vector or document and 123 columns show the dimensions of that vector. The screenshot below shows the matrix formed from TF * IDF calculation.

Figure 18: A Screenshot of TF * IDF matrix
4.4. Algorithm Implementation

The vector space model showed above results in n-dimensional vectors with each row representing a vector/document and each column representing a term in the corpus. This vector is fed as input to K-means algorithm to form clusters. K-means is further modified with different distance metric to form clusters and to find execution time for metrics used. As discussed in chapter 2, K-means algorithm is implemented over the result matrix where each document has a weighted term value. These values can affect algorithm to give worse result if the significant terms produce similar weights. The factors as mentioned earlier that could be varied while implementing the algorithm to produce clusters as desired are:

1. Number of clusters
2. Number of iterations (not required when we compare group matrix so that it is same as previous iteration, only needed to find execution time).
3. The distance metric used for finding distance between the point and the cluster centroid (most important part of the thesis).

Based on above factors the numbers of clusters are varied to get desired results, in the thesis clusters were varied from 5 to 10 along with the distance metrics, here six different distance functions were implemented to find how clusters are formed and which metrics give best results also how the execution time varies for different metrics used. We
form clusters for 304 documents represented as vectors. Though K-means produced few similar results, the documents belonging to the same cluster did not belong to the same category. Some results produced clusters with many documents in the same category.

Algorithm was implemented in Java and hash tables as a data structure to store vectors representing documents, initializing random centroids stored as vectors. The centroid also were modified by using a equation to set initially which produced almost same results as the algorithm runs till the distance metrics is same as in previous iteration.

Below is a part of code to set the number of clusters by randomly selecting centroids

```
for(int i = 0; i<clustNumber; i++)
{
    int randomIndex = random.nextInt(rows);
    for(int j=0; j<cols; j++)
    {
        centroid[i][j] = doc[randomIndex][j];
    }
}
```

Then calculate distance (Euclidean is shown below) between centroid and document as shown with a part of code below to produce a distance matrix

```
for(int k=0; k<clustNumber; k++)
{
    for(int i=0; i<rows; i++)
    {
        dotProduct=0;
        for(int j=0; j<cols; j++)
        {
            dotProduct+=Math.pow(centroid[k][j]-doc[i][j],2);
        }
Once distance matrix is obtained, we form a group matrix by based on the least distance of document from the centroid followed by clusters formed based on minimum distance.

```java
for(int i=0; i<rows; i++)
{
    flag=0;
    count2=0;
    minValue=distance[0][i];
    //group[0][i]=1;
    for(int k=0;k<clustNumber;k++)
    {
        if(distance[k][i]<minValue)
        {
            minValue = distance[k][i];
            flag=k;
        }
        count2++;
    }
    if(flag==0 && count2==clustNumber-1)
    {
        group[0][i]=1;
    }
    else
    {
        group[flag][i]=1;
    }
}
```

Compare group matrix with the group matrix formed in the previous iteration so that algorithm stops if it is same. If the group matrix is not same, recalculate centroids with the code as shown below

```java
for(int k=0;k<clustNumber;k++)
{
    for(int j=0; j<cols; j++)
    {
        count=0;
```
temp=0;
for(int i=0; i<rows; i++)
{
    if(group[k][i]==1)
    {
        count++;
        temp+=doc[i][j];
    }
}
if(count!=0){
    centroid[k][j]=temp/count;
}
}

Thus, all these steps are implemented in order to form clusters. The results were very similar as in previous case with most of documents into the same cluster and most of other clusters contained documents completely not related to the categories. K-means is implemented again modifying other distance metrics and finding the execution time the algorithm takes as discussed in the next section.

4.4.1. Experiments over different Metrics

In the thesis, K-means clustering is implemented over different distance metric. Apart from commonly used Euclidean and Cosine distance functions we used some new distance functions like Chi-Square, Canberra, Variational etc here. The result of using different functions varies in forming clusters of different sizes i.e. with different documents in cluster. Many of the documents of one category may sometimes move to other cluster due to different metrics. Here we have 304 documents with 123 columns. Few distance metrics like Jaccard
similarity, Hellinger’s distance and Harmonic mean when tried to implement over the document set produced worst results because of the weight of the term in the document becoming 0. This causes many of the rows containing 0’s in most of the columns. This could be reason why most of the documents are grouped into one cluster though for other distance metrics the results were quite good when the number of significant terms were changed by dimensionality reduction. The different distance functions used are discussed below:

1) Euclidean Distance

As this is the most commonly used distance measures the implementation of Euclidean was quite simple as shown with a small block of distance code below:

\[
\text{dotProduct}+\text{Math.pow(centroid[k][j]-doc[i][j],2);} \\
\text{distance[k][i] = Math.sqrt(dotProduct);} \\
\]

The number of cluster is chosen initially is defined as clustNumber and then the distance is calculated as mean square root of difference between the centroid to each document in the corpus.

2) Variational Distance

It is the absolute difference between the between the centroid and the documents. It is simple to implement and results obtained are quite better for even large number of significant terms after indexing. The block of code that calculates variational distance in java is shown below:
\[ \text{dotProduct}+\text{Math.abs(centroid}[k][j]-\text{doc}[i][j]); \]

\[ \text{distance}[k][i] = \text{dotProduct}; \]

3) Canberra Distance

It is calculated as the division of difference between absolute centroid value and each document’s absolute value to the sum of absolute centroid value and each document’s absolute value in the set. The block of code for calculating Canberra’s distance is shown below:

\[ \text{numerator } +=\text{Math.abs(centroid}[k][j]) - \text{Math.abs(doc}[i][j]); \]

\[ \text{denominator } += \text{Math.abs(centroid}[k][j]) + \text{Math.abs(doc}[i][j]); \]

\[ \text{temp3 } = \text{numerator}/\text{denominator}; \]

\[ \text{distance}[k][i] = \text{temp3}; \]

4) Bray-Curtis Distance

It is calculated as the division of absolute difference between centroid and each document and absolute sum of centroid and each document in the set. The block of code for Bray - Curtis is shown below:

\[ \text{numerator } +=\text{Math.abs(centroid}[k][j]-\text{doc}[i][j]); \]

\[ \text{denominator } += \text{Math.abs(centroid}[k][j]+\text{doc}[i][j]); \]

\[ \text{temp3 } = \text{numerator}/\text{denominator}; \]

\[ \text{distance}[k][i] = \text{temp3}; \]

5) Chi-Square Distance

To find distance from centroid to each document in the corpus where the numerator is calculated same as Euclidean distance divided
by the absolute sum of centroid and document vector. This distance produced the better results compared to others for forming clusters with more execution time. The block of code in java to calculate Chi-Square distance is shown below.

```java
numerator += Math.pow(centroid[k][j] - doc[i][j], 2);
denominator += (Math.abs(centroid[k][j]) + (Math.abs(doc[i][j])));
temp3 = numerator/denominator;
distance[k][i] = temp3;
```

6) Trigonometric measure

This method is commonly used to find distance between sides of a triangle while finding distance between two objects in trigonometry. First average of centroid and document vector is calculated and then square root of absolute distance of product of average, difference of average and centroid and difference of average and document vector is calculated. This calculation is a bit complicated and is implemented as shown below.

```java
avg=(centroid[k][j]+doc[i][j])/2;
temp2+=Math.sqrt(Math.abs(2*(avg*(avg-centroid[k][j]))-
avg*(avg-doc[i][j]))));
distance[k][i] = temp2;
```

All the above mentioned distance functions form clusters with different documents in different categories from one another. The results
obtained after clustering and analysis over the results for different similarity metrics used will be discussed in chapter 6 in the thesis. Execution time as discussed in the implementation above is also calculated for all the distance functions. Though the clusters are obtained from K-means, there are certain limitations for the algorithm that will also be discussed in the next chapter.
CHAPTER 5

RESULTS EVALUATION

K-means clustering is though simple to implement but results are strongly affected by weighting and document length. Cluster size and documents in the cluster varies with number of iterations, cluster centroids and distance metrics used. As discussed in previous chapter, K-means implementations produce different results for different distance functions which we concentrate more on. This chapter is divided in two sections. Initial discussion is based on clusters and comparison of clusters formed for different distance functions and in the other part we discuss time complexities and execution time taken for different functions.

5.1. Comparison Based on Clusters

Clusters formed from K-means are discussed based on the distance functions. As we have 304 training set documents categorized in 5 different categories we perform clustering specifying the number of
clusters. During implementation, as discussed above there is no specific number of iterations provided and so the algorithm stops when there is no change in the clusters set in the current iteration and the previous one. Thus number of clusters is varied to get effective results as shown for different metrics below.

1) Canberra Distance

The table below provides the results obtained for Canberra distance for 7 clusters are shown below. In cluster 0 there are 71 of which most of documents belong equally to trade, interest and jobs category where as cluster 1 has 59 documents of which 80 % belong to trade category.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster Number</th>
<th>No of Docs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 0</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 1</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 2</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 3</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 4</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 5</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8: No of documents in each cluster for Canberra’s distance
Cluster 2 has 58 documents and 70% belong to grain category. In cluster 3, there are 43 documents of which 20% are from trade and 80% from interest category. Cluster 4 contains 29 of which 80% belong to interest and cluster 5 has 38 documents of which half of them belong to acquisition whereas other half belong to jobs and grain category. In the final cluster 6 just 6 documents are grouped belong to jobs category. The results obtained here are to some extent better and as it has bit division in the distance functions, the results get affected.

2) Bray-Curtis Distance:

Bray-Curtis Distance has most of calculation like Canberra and has similar implementation code but as we find absolute values later the division effects lot in the results. These results here show that cluster 0 has 43 documents out of which 70% belong to grain.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster Number</th>
<th>No of Docs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 0</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 1</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 2</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 3</td>
<td>134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 4</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 5</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9: Documents in each cluster for Bray-Curtis distance
In cluster 1, out of 39 documents 60% belong to jobs category and few documents from trade and grain category got moved in it. In cluster 2, there are only few 13 documents from different categories whereas in cluster 3 out of 134 documents equal number of documents from trade, interest and jobs category. Cluster 4 contains 60 documents out of which almost all around 80% below to acquisition and few from job category whereas cluster 5 has very few documents from different categories.

3) Variational Distance

Variational distance is simplest metric for implementation but the results produced are not effective in this case for the document set used in the thesis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster Number</th>
<th>No of Docs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 0</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 1</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 2</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 3</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 4</td>
<td>01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 5</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 6</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10: Documents in each cluster for Variational
Here in cluster 0 out of 82 documents, most of them are mixed from different categories where are cluster 4 has just 1 document and cluster 5 also has documents from all categories which is not a good result. But coming to cluster 1 most of documents are form trade whereas cluster 2 has more from grain. In cluster 3, 33 documents are grouped from jobs category where as cluster 6 has 39 documents numbering most between 200-234 showing they belong to acquisition in the document collection.

4) Chi-Square Distance

Chi-Square distance is said to be a combination of Euclidean in the numerator and absolute difference in the denominator as discussed in chapter 5 in implementation producing effective results. Here there are 5 clusters of which 62 documents belong to cluster 1 of which 80%

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster Number</th>
<th>No of Docs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 0</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 1</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 2</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 3</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 4</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 11: Documents in each cluster for Chi-Square
belong to trade and 15% documents from jobs category whereas cluster 1 has 15% from trade and 80% documents form jobs category. In cluster 2, out of 44 documents 90% of them belong to grain category. In cluster 3 there are 54 documents of which 70% belong to acquisitions and 30% of jobs category. Cluster 4 has 97% of which 70% from interest and few from jobs and acquisition group.

The results here form cluster effectively which most of documents going into appropriate category as needed. Thus these results are better compared to all other distance metrics cluster outputs.

5) Trigonometric Distance

Trigonometric distance is complicated to implement and has few multiplications involved which results in getting many 0 in the outputs making it unable to move documents in different clusters. The table below shows the results obtained from this metrics for 9 clusters.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster Number</th>
<th>No of Docs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 2</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 3</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 6</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 7</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 8</td>
<td>259</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 12: Documents in each cluster for Trigonometric

Most of clusters have very few documents and as seen above many documents move in cluster 8 around 259 which completely is worst. Even after changing number of clusters during implementation the clusters formed were never effective using this metrics.

6) Euclidean Distance

Euclidean distance is most commonly used metric for k-means clustering. In this thesis for the document collection used the following table shows 9 clusters formed.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster Number</th>
<th>No of Docs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 0</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 1</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 2</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 3</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 4</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 5</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 6</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 7</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 8</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 13: No of documents in each cluster for Euclidean

In cluster 0 there are 33 documents of which many documents numbering 70-130 almost 80 % belonging to category grain are present, cluster 1 has 45 documents with 80 % related to jobs category and few from trade got mixed up. Cluster 2 has 29 documents mixed from all categories and cluster 3 has 25 documents half of which are from trade and few from grain and interest. Cluster 4 has 42 documents of which almost all belonging to trade whereas cluster 5 has 41 and cluster 6 has 22 documents both consisting of 90 % from interest category. Cluster 7 has 32 documents of which 70 % are from acquisitions and cluster 8 has 35 documents of which 70 % are from jobs category.
As seen from cluster results for Euclidean distance, it is equally efficient metric for K-means as Chi-Square and Canberra distance. From the above distance metrics results to form clusters the following analysis and comparison between different metrics are made:

1) Chi-Square distance produced the best results followed by Canberra and Euclidean distance metrics.

2) The results largely got affected with the weighted term matrix and the calculation involved in the distance metrics.

3) Trigonometric and variational distances didn’t provide good results at all due to weighted matrix values containing large number of 0’s.

4) Bray-Curtis gave fine results but not as good as Canberra, Euclidean or Chi-Square.

5) Number of centroids or clusters defined at each implementation for different metrics changed the results showing that deciding the number of clusters in the beginning plays a key role for algorithm implementation.

Apart from above results, execution time also needs to be considered for efficient implementation which will be discussed for different metrics in the next section.
5.2. Comparison based on Execution time

As seen in the previous section, the comparison for distance metrics based on Clusters formed, Time complexity also plays an important role based on the number of clusters and number of iterations as shown in table below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distance Function / Factors</th>
<th>Trigonometric</th>
<th>Chi-Square</th>
<th>Euclidean</th>
<th>Canberra</th>
<th>Bray-Curtis</th>
<th>Variational</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No of iterations</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Execution time (in ms)</td>
<td>1863</td>
<td>2803</td>
<td>1608</td>
<td>1300</td>
<td>1168</td>
<td>659</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No of Clusters</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Execution time</td>
<td>1189</td>
<td>2321</td>
<td>1743</td>
<td>1114</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1534</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No of Clusters</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Execution time</td>
<td>358</td>
<td>1681</td>
<td>1539</td>
<td>1002</td>
<td>829</td>
<td>490</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No of Clusters</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(ms = milliseconds)

Table 14: Showing execution time for distances
K- Means when used over Cosine for data collections used takes longer time when compared to the distance metrics used for the thesis here. Here, Chi-Square though being the most effective in producing good cluster results takes longer time than other metrics even when there is change in number of clusters. Euclidean metrics work faster in some cases even when the clusters are increased. Canberra work better than Bray-Curtis and also forms better clusters. Variational works faster compared to any other distance metrics as the function used is simple to implement and takes less execution time.

5.3 Limitations of K-Means Algorithm

Though K- means is simple to implement and provides results, the clusters formed failed for few distance metrics. It fails when the documents size is too large and takes lot of time to run for few metrics. The algorithm does not achieve global minimum for the distance over the assignments. It uses discrete assignment rather than set of continuous parameters, therefore the minimum it reaches using the metric cannot be called local minimum [29]. As discussed in [10], the appropriate choice of k i.e. number of cluster or centroids can affect the result.

Number of Iterations also needs to be decided at start as sometimes due to lots of 0’s in the weighted matrix the metric used can cause the algorithm to run continuously without stopping for long time as K- means is straightforward. Vector dimension has to be fixed based
on significant terms in order to get proper clusters. Also if appropriate metrics are not chosen, $K$-means gives incorrect results as for the documents collection set used in the thesis. With the use of Jaccard, Hellinger’s distance and Harmonic mean it was difficult to form proper clusters.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The rationale behind the thesis is to find the effects of different distance functions on document clustering using K-means algorithm. Several experiments were conducted on Reuters 21578 collection set using K-means clustering implementation as discussed in chapter 5. Based on the Analysis in chapter 6, we come to the conclusion that Chi-Square works best for the document collection with efficiency around 80% followed by Canberra and Euclidean distances with 70%. The results also indicate that the distance metrics like Bray-Curtis, Variational and Trigonometric function didn’t produce good results.

As the number clusters were changed, it resulted in variation of cluster size and execution time which was longer for Chi-Square and shorter for Variational distance. Though this implementation provided good results in clustering documents, it doesn’t work efficiently when vector size is increased. Though different methods were proposed in this line, a better approach in this direction will be to come up with an efficient distance metric that gives good clustering results and runs faster.
This thesis focused on using limited document set from Reuter’s collection but can be expanded to huge document collection in future research work. Other distance metrics can also be used apart from the few discussed in this thesis for clustering documents.
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